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Abstract. P2P systems are becoming increasingly popular as they enable users
to exchange digital information by participating in complex networks. However,
limited work has been done on employing materialized views in P2P data warehousing systems. We argue that this technique can be applied in P2P data sharing
for (i) saving work for frequently asked queries and (ii) increasing availability in
cases of failures. In this paper, we present an approach for dynamically selecting
an effective set of views to be materialized and place them in key points in the
P2P system so as to achieve the best combination of good query performance
and low view maintenance cost, given a limited amount of storage space at each
peer. Moreover, as the system is dynamic, our approach continuously monitors
the incoming query and adjusts the system configuration by removing materialized views in order to replace the less beneficial views with more beneficial ones.

1 Introduction
In data warehousing and cloud computing systems, the presence of appropriate materialized views can significantly improve query performance. The goal of view selection
process is to find a set of views that minimizes the expected cost of evaluating the
queries of the workload. Traditionally, view selection has been carried out statically.
With static view selection, a system administrator decides what kinds of queries might
be carried out in the system. Most of the proposed approaches are based on query workload and choose accordingly the set of views to materialize. Obviously, static selection
of views has several weaknesses: (i) the query workload is often not predictable; (ii)
even if the workload can be predicted, the workload is likely to change, and the workload might change so quickly that the system administrator cannot adjust the view
selection quickly enough. Therefore, dynamic view selection approaches have been
developed [6,7].
The view materialization issue in P2P setting can be seen as two sub-problems. First,
the view selection problem is to choose an appropriate set of views to be materialized
that can improve the performance of the system. Second, the data placement problem
is to decide where these views should be placed on the peers so that the whole query
workload can be executed in the fastest possible way. The specific contributions of our
work are as follows.
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– A cost model for selecting the candidate views taking into account query processing
cost, view maintenance cost and network transfer cost, all at once.
– A view method deciding which candidate views to materialise. In addition, it provides a strategy to replace materialized views by more beneficial ones in the case
of reaching the storage limit in a peer.
– Two policies for the data placement problem; each one provides a degree of cooperation between the peers in a cluster: (i) Isolated Policy: places the views closest
to where they are more frequently accessed (ii) Voluntary Policy: approximates an
ideal policy by trying to make the loss of replacing the already materialized views
minimal.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 presents the problem of view
selection problem in P2P context and a framework for representing the view queries
in order to detect common sub-expressions. Section 3 contains the cost model used in
our approach. Then, the strategy for selecting the views to be materialized is described
in Section 4. In Section 5, two data placement policies are proposed. An overview of
related work is presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 contains the conclusion and
future work.

2 View Selection Problem in P2P Systems
A view is a derived relation defined by a query in terms of source relations and/or other
views. It is said to be materialized when its extent is computed and persistently stored
(otherwise, it is said to be virtual). We consider Selection-Projection-Join (SPJ) views
that may involve aggregation and a group by clause as well. The general problem of
view selection is to select a set of views to be materialized that optimizes both the
view maintenance [8] and query processing time given some constraints like storage
space. To find the optimal solution satisfying all constraints is a NP-complete problem,
therefore it is necessary to develop heuristics.
In P2P systems, the problem can be formulated as follows. Assume a model containing N peer nodes, in which each node nj has associated storage Bj and query workload
Q = {Qj1 , Qj2 , . . . , Qjk }, that changes over time, where each query Qji has an associated non-negative weight fji which describes the frequency of Qji . Every pair of
nodes ns and nt is connected by an edge with a cost Ct(ns, nt) per unit of data transferred. The issue is to dynamically materialize a set of views M = {V1 , V2 , . . . , Vm }
and place each of them at a proper node in order to provide high query performance
time and low view maintenance cost of the entire system taking into account the space
constraint and the cost transfer between the peers.
We will use the Multi View Materialization Graph (MVMG) framework as in our
previous work [1] for representing views to be materialized in order to exhibit common
sub-expressions between different queries. The MVMG, which is similar to the ANDOR DAG representation of queries in multi query optimization, is a bipartite Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) composed of two types of nodes: AND nodes and OR nodes (i.e.,
operation and view nodes respectively). In fact, the MVMG represents AND-OR DAGs
of several queries in a single DAG. In this work, the MVMG is built incrementally because the view selection method is applied as a query arrives. We borrow the rule provided in [9] for identifying common sub-expressions. For example, equivalent nodes,
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obtained after applying join associativity property, are replaced by a single equivalence
node. In addition, we consider metadata like frequency at each node of the graph.
We assume that the data warehouse is organized along with XPeer architecture [2].
The nodes are grouped into clusters; at each cluster there is a super-peer, called clusterpeer, which has extra capabilities and duties in the network. It is in charge to take the
decision for materializing the appropriate set of views, which will increase the performance of the peers within this cluster. Each cluster-peer acts as a centralized server to
a subset of nodes in the cluster representing clients. It can be considered as a reference
for its clients as it keeps a full repository about all the materialized views at each peer
in the cluster and it is the responsible for the configuration, and administration of the
materialized views in its clients. Our approach consists in continuously monitoring the
incoming queries at any peer of the cluster and adjusting the system configuration in
order to maximize query performance at the peers of the cluster. Our method proceeds
in three steps, as follows:
– Select candidate views for materialization.
– Decide which views to materialize or dematerialize.
– Place the materialized views on the appropriate peers.

3 Cost Analysis of View Selection Strategy
As mentioned earlier, a MVMG is used for modeling the workload of the entire cluster.
We present the following definition for the MVMG at the cluster c.
– For any leaf node r which represents a base relation, fu (r) denotes the update
frequency of r.
– For any root node q which represents a global query, fpi (q) denotes the query
access frequency of the query q at the peer pi which belongs to cluster c.
The frequency of a query q, f (q), at all peers within the cluster is computed as follows:

f (q) =
fpi (q)
pi ∈cp

where cp is the set of all peers in cluster c.
3.1 Cost Model
For every vertex v in the MVMG
– Cm (v) denotes the view maintenance cost of v based on changes to the base relation
r if v is materialized. Here, we consider the incremental maintenance, so Cm (v)
represents the cost of computing the differential from the data origin plus the cost
of transferring it to the specified cluster.
– Ce (v) denotes the cost of computing v in its data origin. It is the average cost
processing time.
– Cn (pi → pj ) denotes the network transfer cost. It is the cost per unit of data
transferred for the edge between two peers pi , pj .
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– Ct (v, pi → sp) denotes the total cost to get v from its data origin pi to the clusterpeer sp. It includes the processing and transfer costs. Finally, we have:
Ct (v, pi → sp) = Ce (v) + Cn (pi → sp) ∗ size(v)
where size(v) denotes estimated size of materialized view v.
3.2 Criteria of Selection
The cluster-peer assigns a value, called goodness(v) for each view v in MVMG. This
goodness represents the cost for materializing the view at the cluster. Obviously, if the
view is expensive to compute or is frequently used then it is more beneficial to keep it
locally. On the other hand, if the view is frequently updated then materializing this view
becomes less attractive especially if the maintenance cost is relatively high. Let CS(v)
be the saving if view v is materialized and let CM (v) be the view maintenance cost
according to the update frequency.

– CS(v) = q∈Qv f (q) ∗ Ct (v, pi → sp)
– CM (v) = r∈Iv fu (r) ∗ Cm (v)
where Qv denotes the set of queries that use view v and Iv denotes the base relation
instances, which are used to produce v.
Then, the following formula calculates the goodness of view v:
goodness(v) = CS(v) − CM (v)

4 View Selection Strategy
Pre-Selection. A first phase of selection on views is performed to eliminate the views
that provide no benefit. A view is considered as beneficial if and only if its materialization reduces significantly the query processing cost without increasing significantly the
view maintenance cost. The first step of our approach pre-selects a set of views called
candidate views VC from the set of views from the view query. These views should be
the most beneficial views for the peers of the specified cluster and are computed by the
following formulae:

goodness(v, VC ) be maximal
(1)
goodness(VC ) =
v∈VC

| VC | be minimal
Final Selection. As mentioned earlier, the candidate views returned from the first phase
are promising for materialization, but they will not be materialized by default because
we have given a limited amount of storage space. Therefore, any candidate view will be
materialized if it is beneficial enough to the peers of the cluster. Now, suppose that the
candidate v will be materialized in the peer pj . If pj has enough space to store vi , then
it will be materialized at pj immediately. However, if the storage limit at pj is reached,
then vi will be materialized only if it proofs to be more beneficial than those which are
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already materialized. In this case, the views with less benefit should be removed to free
the necessary space for materializing the new candidate. Otherwise, the candidate view
will be ignored.
The final decision to materialize view v is based on the notion of benefit.
Benef it(v) = goodness(v) − goodness(V − )
where V − is the set of already materialized views to be removed in order to free the
necessary storage space.
The replacement strategy will be applied at any peer to calculate the benefit of the
candidate vnew over the views that are already materialized at that peer. At the first, it
will select all materialized views at certain peer with lower goodness value than vnew ,
and adds these views to the set of candidate (for removal) views Vc− . Finding the set
of views to be removed is formed by solving an instance of the KNAPSACK problem.
Given the set of objects in Vc− , the size of the storage space smax , knapsack will find
the views with highest goodness to remain materialized. The rest of views V − will be
removed from peer p in order to free enough space to materialize vnew according to the
following formulas:
size(V − ) + f reespace > size(vnew )
goodness(V − ) < goodness(vnew )

5 View Placement Policy
In this section, we present two policies for where to materialize each candidate view;
each policy defines a degree of cooperation between the cluster peers. However, both
have the same goal, which is getting better performance with lower traffic between the
cluster peers.
5.1 Isolated Policy
The principle of the Isolated Policy is that the cluster-peer tries to solve the problem
of each peer in the cluster separately without using the capabilities of the other peers
within the cluster. In the case where there is not enough space in this peer, it will not
use the free resources on the other peers but instead the replacement policy will be
used to free enough space in that peer in order to store the new candidate view if it is
more beneficial. For each candidate view, the cluster-peer will find the peer that uses
this view more frequently. The candidate view will be materialized at that peer if it has
enough space. However, if this peer reaches the storage limit, then the candidate view
will be materialized only if it is more beneficial than the already materialized views in
that peer. The Isolated Policy strategy is divided into two phases:
Phase 1: While there is enough storage space at a peer, the candidate views will be
materialized.
Phase 2: If the storage limit in is reached, a candidate view will be materialized only
if its benefit is positive. In this case, the views in V − will be removed to free enough
space to store vnew .
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5.2 Voluntary Policy
In contrast to Isolated Policy, Voluntary Policy attempts to exploit under-utilized resources (e.g., storage space) that may exist in some neighbor peers and at the same time
avoid wasting any view that has been materialized. Assume that we want to materialize
the candidate vnew . The cluster-peer will find the peer that has the maximum frequency
in using vnew and at the same time has enough space to materialize it. However, in
the case where all the peers in the cluster reach the storage limit, then the cluster-peer
will select the peer that provides the highest benefit with the lowest transfer cost for
materializing vnew .
The strategy of Voluntary Policy is divided into two phases:
Phase 1: Try to store the new candidate vnew without loosing any already materialized
view by finding the peers at the cluster that have enough free space to store vnew then
select the one that has the highest frequency in using vnew .
Phase 2: In the case where not enough space is found at any peer in the cluster, therefore
it is necessary to remove some already materialized views. In order to reduce the loss of
removing already materialized views in the cluster, the set of views to be removed which
are the least beneficial views to all the peers in the cluster, should be computed. For that,
the cluster-peer chooses the peer associated with the maximum value of BenP eer. If
this value is positive then the candidate vnew will be stored in that peer after removing the less beneficial view V − specified by the replacement strategy. The criteria for
selecting the peer is based on the value of the following expression:
BenP eerpi =

bi
Cn (sp → pj )

The first term of this formula bi represents the benefit of materializing the candidate
view vnew versus the loss of removing the already materialized views at the peer pi . The
second term Cn (sp → pj ) represents the cost of transferring vnew from the cluster-peer
to pi .

6 Related Work
6.1 Dynamic View Selection in Data Warehousing
DynaMat [7] is a system aimed to unify the view selection and the view maintenance
problems. The principle of this system is monitoring constantly the incoming queries
and materializing their query results given the space constraint. During the update only
the most beneficial subset of materialized views is refreshed within a given maintenance
window. However, Dynamat approach does not use any framework to detect common
views between queries for reuse purpose.
The dynamic data warehouse design is modeled as search space problem in [11].
Rules for pruning the search space are proposed. The first rule relies on favoring the
query rewriting that uses views already materialized. The second one modifies the previous rule to favor common sub-expression. However, the proposed view selection algorithm is still in exponential time. Besides, neither implementation nor evaluation of
the method have been performed.
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Another dynamic approach presented in [10] provides a solution for materializing the
indexes which can be seen as a special case of the materialized views. The authors introduce a novel self-tuning framework that continuously monitors the incoming queries
and adjusts the system configuration in order to maximize query performance. This approach doesn’t react to temporary variations of the query distribution but focus on real
changes of the workload. Comparing with our design, we have achieved this feature
simply by taking into account the frequency of the view to compute its goodness when
taking the decision of materializing it.
6.2 Caching in Distributed Database Systems
An approach, called cache investment is proposed in [5] for integrating query optimization and data placement that looks beyond the performance of a single query. The goal
of this study is to place copies of data closest to where they will most likely be accessed. The authors demonstrate that there is circular dependency between caching and
query plan optimization which has significant performance implications for advanced
distributed database systems. The main difference is that in our approach it is not necessary to materialize the view in the same site where the query has been posed, because
we take into account the cooperation between the sites to avoid wasting already materialized as much as possible. However, this point is ignored in this paper [5] as they
assume the client-server architecture without any cooperation between the clients in
order to invest their cache together.
6.3 Caching and Data Placement in P2P Context
The caching system presented in [4] addresses the problem of PeerOLAP architecture
where a large number of peers access sporadically a number of separate data warehouses
for posing On-Line Analytical Processing queries. When any query arrives at a peer
p, first it is decomposed into chunks. Then, peer p tries to find some chunks locally
and will broadcast a demand of the missing chunks to its neighbors. We can see from
this scenario that a lot of messages would pass through the network in order to find
the answer of a query. In our design we avoid this problem by using the materialized
information stored as an entire view and employing the cluster-peer at each cluster
which keeps a repository of the entire materialized view at the peers of the cluster.
In Piazza [3], each peer can have any of the following four roles: data origin which
provides the original content, storage provider which stores materialized views, query
evaluator which uses its CPU resources to evaluate a query and query initiator which
poses new queries to the system. Piazza deals primarily with the data placement problem which is to distribute data and work so the full query workload is answered with
lowest cost under the existing resource and bandwidth constraints. In Piazza, the data
placement problem is solved by separating logically the system into smaller spheres of
cooperation and advertising the set of materialized views to all the nodes of a sphere.
All peer nodes that belong to the same spheres pool their resources and make cooperative decisions. In our design we avoid this advertisement by employing the cluster-peer
at the cluster ”sphere” so each peer has to send its catalogue only to its cluster-peer.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a method, which decides dynamically for a given query which
views, called candidates, are worthwhile to be materialized taking into account query
processing cost, maintenance cost and network transfer cost. We solved the data placement problem by designing two policies: the Isolated and Voluntary policies. Each policy provides a dynamic approach for placing each candidate view. The Isolated policy
was motivated by replacement policies for storage management at a peer that records
the highest frequency usage of a candidate view. The Voluntary policy was designed to
approximate an ideal policy by trying to make the loss of replacing the already materialized views to be minimal. This policy applies the replacement policy for all the peers
within a cluster then chooses to materialize the candidate views at the peer that provides
the highest benefit.
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